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3 3 

TH EE SPARSE-GRID 

COMBINATIO NN TECHNIQU E 
APPLIE DD TO TIME-DEPENDEN T 

ADVECTIO NN PROBLEM S 

Abstract.. In the numerical technique considered in this paper, time-stepping is 
performedd on a set of semi-coarsened space grids. At given time levels the so-
lutionss on the different space grids are combined to obtain the asymptotic con-
vergencee of a single, fine uniform grid. We present error estimates for the two-
dimensionall  spatially constant-coefficient model problem and discuss numerical 
examples.. A spatially variable-coefficient problem (Molenkamp-Crowley test) is 
usedd to assess the practical merits of the technique. The combination technique is 
shownn to be more efficient than the single-grid approach, yet for the Molenkamp-
Crowleyy test, standard Richardson extrapolation is still more efficient than the 
combinationn technique. However, parallelization is expected to significantly im-
provee the combination technique's performance. 
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3.11 Introductio n 

Thee long-term aim of the present work is to make significant progress in the nu-
mericall  solution of large-scale transport problems: systems of partial differential 
equationss of the advection-diffusion-reaction type, used in the modeling of pollu-
tionn of the atmosphere, surface water and ground water. The three-dimensional 
naturee of these models and the necessity of modeling transport and chemical ex-
changee between different components over long time spans, requires very efficient 
algorithms.. For advanced three-dimensional modeling, computer capacity (com-
putingg time and memory) still is a severe limiting factor (e.g., see [8]). This lim-
itationn is felt in particular in the area of global air pollution modeling where the 
three-dimensionall  nature leads to huge numbers of grid points in each of which 
manyy calculations must be carried out. The application of sparse-grid techniques 
mightt offer a promising way-out. 

Sparse-gridd techniques were introduced by Zenger [10] in 1990 to reduce the num-
berr of degrees of freedom in finite-element calculations. The combination tech-
nique,, as introduced in 1992 by Griebel, Schneider and Zenger [4], can be seen as 
aa practical implementation of the sparse-grid technique. In the combination tech-
nique,, the final solution is a linear combination of solutions on semi-coarsened 
grids,, where the coefficients of the combination are chosen such that there is a can-
celingg in leading-order error terms. As shown by Rüde in 1993 [7], the combina-
tionn technique can be placed in a broader framework of multivariate extrapolation 
techniques. . 

Wee show that for our two-dimensional hyperbolic problems the combination tech-
niquee requires ~ h~2 operations to reach an accuracy of 0{h? log/i-1) while the 
singlee grid requires ~ h~3 operations to solve up to an accuracy of 0(hP). Thus the 
combinationn technique is, asymptotically, more efficient than a single-grid solver. 
Anotherr appealing property of the combination technique is that it is inherently 
parallel,, i.e., it constructs the final solution from ~ (logfr_1)d_1 independent so-
lutionss (d is the dimension of the problem) which can be computed in parallel. 
Parallell  implementations of the combination technique were shown to be effective 
inn [3] and [2]. 

Althoughh we are ultimately interested in advection-diffusion-reaction equations, 
inn the current work we restrict the attention to pure advection and leave the difus-
sionn and reaction processes to future research. In a number of articles the combi-
nationn technique has already been analyzed both analytically and numerically, see 
forr instance [1, 3, 4, 7]. However, in these references elliptic differential equations 
aree considered, not hyperbolic equations like the time-dependent advection equa-
tionn we are considering. In [5] the combination technique is shown to be promising 
forr a constant coefficient advection equation. The current paper differs from [5] in 
thatt it focuses on error analysis while [5] focuses on numerical results. Further-
more,, in [5] only constant coefficients are considered. Although we do not present 
errorr analysis for spatially variable coefficients, we do analyze this case numeri-
callyy with the Molenkamp-Crowley test. The time-dependent coefficient case we 
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analyzee both numerically and analytically When the combination technique is 
usedd to solve a differential equation, then a representation error and a combined 
discretizationn error are introduced. In [6] a detailed analysis is given of the rep-
resentationn error. In the current paper we focus on the combined discretization 
error. . 

Thee organization of the current paper is as follows. In Sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 
wee derive leading order error expressions for the error that is introduced when 
wee solve an advection equation, with spatially independent coefficients, with the 
combinationn technique. In the derivations we account for time-dependent coeffi-
cientss and for intermediate combinations. In Section 3.5 we give some estimates for 
thee asymptotic efficiency of the combination technique relative to the single-grid 
approach.. In Section 3.6 four numerical test cases are analyzed, one of these is the 
Molenkamp-Crowleyy problem. The error estimates made in the earlier sections are 
verifiedd and the combination technique is compared with the single-grid technique 
inn terms of efficiency. The conclusions are summarized in Section 3.7. The main 
conclusionn is that without parallelization - although marginally - the combination 
techniquee is already more efficient than the single-grid approach for a generic ad-
vectionn problem, such as the Molenkamp-Crowley test. Without parallelization, 
thee combination technique still falls behind standard Richardson extrapolation, 
somethingg which has also been concluded by Rüde [7] for elliptic problems. 

3.22 Discretization error 

Inn order to understand the combined discretization error we must first have a 
clearr understanding of the discretization error itself. This section is devoted to 
thee analysis of the error in the numerical solution that is due to spatial discretiza-
tion.. The temporal discretization errors are neglected. In the notation of functions 
onlyy the relevant variables are printed, e.g., the function ƒ (x,y, t) can be referred 
too as f{x, y, t), f(t), f(x, y) or simply as ƒ, depending on context. The focus lies on 
thee pure initial value problem for the spatially-constant coefficient, 2D advection 
equation n 

cctt + adxc + bdvc = 0. (3.1) 

Equationn (3.1) is integrated in time from t = 0 up to t = 1 with finite differences on 
thee spatial domain [-1,1] x [-1,1]. We denote the discretization of the advection 
operatorr adx + bdy by aDx + bDy. The corresponding spatially discretized equa-
tionn reads 

-co-co + aDxw + bDv(v = 0. (3.2) 
atat * 

Heree to = w(t) denotes a continuous time grid function defined on a certain space 
grid.. We define the (global) discretization error d(t) according to 

d{t)=co{t)-cd{t)=co{t)-chh{t), {t), (3.3) ) 
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wheree Ch(t) denotes the restriction of c(t) to the space grid. We introduce the trun-
cationn error operator E according to 

d_ d_ 
dt' dt' 

EE = aDx + bDy + —. (3.4) 

Thee discretization error d can be seen to satisfy 

dt dt 

withh general solution 

—d—d + Ech + aDxd + bDyd = 0, 

d(t)d(t) = eSiWi+WKWdip) + (V J JW _ j) Ch{t). (3.5) 

Whenn a and b are independent of time then (3.5) reduces to 

d(t)d(t) = e<aD*+ wy)d{Q) + (<r'E - ƒ) Cfc(0, 

whichh we expand as 

dMM  = E t^,- ' ( " s' + w»)d(0) + £ {-^-ch(t). (3.6) 
i = 00 - j = l 

3.2.11 Structur e of the discretization error 

Inn general, when the initial profile is error free a dimensionally split discretization 
off  order p gives rise to a discretization error given by 

rfrf(')(') = E n ( E («;«tó+1+ft-w£3j+1) J Cfc(o, (3.7) 

wheree the constants a; and ^ are the error constants in the truncation error. Equa-
tionn (3.7) can be rewritten in the generic form 

000 00 00 

mm = £ (fcUiCO + fyM) + £ £ ^7 ; , * (0 , (3-8) 

showingg that the discretization error consists of terms proportional to hv
Xf h

p
x
+1,

andd ftf, h?+\ . .. and «fcj, hp
x
+% hv

xh^\ ftj+1/ij+1, - - - . 
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3.2.22 Third-order  upwind discretization 

Too introduce spatial discretizations we make use of the shift operators 

SShhJ(x,y)J(x,y) = f{x + hx,y) = £{^-f(x,y), 

SShyhyf{x,y)f{x,y) = /(x,y + *y) = Ê ^ ^ / ( * , y ) , 

wheree we have supposed ƒ to be a C00 function. We focus on the third-order up-
windd biased scheme which is given by 

lS-2hlS-2hxxS-hS-hxx + l + hShx a>Q 

_g^-s^+z+?s- * »» fl<0, 

Thiss yields the discretization error 

-S-2J,„-S_k,,, + 2 + 3Shu fc > 0 

l^Thy-Shl^Thy-Sh v + 2 + 3S-ft, 
yy y z 3 ~"y, b < o . 

«-fiï(£i*të#=!(S'W*S*r)j« **  « 
providedd d(0) = 0. Neglecting O(fcJ) and O(Z )̂ but including C?(ft )̂ for later 
reference,, equation (3.9) leads to the following leading order expression 

d(t)d(t) = ~ (\a\ hl% + \b\ hpfj c(t) + ^ \ab\ hlhfödfat) + 0{h4
x) + 0(*J). 

(3.10) ) 
Thiss leading-order result makes sense only when t, a, b and the derivatives of c(t) 
aree moderate. 

3.2.33 Time-dependent coefficients 

Too handle time-dependent coefficients we expand (3.5) as 

mm = f; U^p^i e-s^)^w^ m + £ hl£|!Wc((). 
i=Qi=Q  ï ! i=\  l-

Forr d(Q) = 0, the time-dependent equivalent to (3.10) then reads 

<*(*)) = -A(/Ji«(Oi^fc?9j+/ 0'i&(oi^^)c( o 
+T3ÏÏ ( /ó l« (OI^ ) ( / o ' l W I ^ ) ^ ^ c ( 0 + 0(fcJ) + 0(fc}). 

(3.11) ) 
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levell  = 0 

,0.0 0 

nA! 0 0 

22 N=3 Notation Description 

nn0,N 0,N 

a a N,N N,N 

-)/,, m 

2N=62N=6 R' . ™ 

p/v. . 

if-if-

finestfinest grid of mesh width h =2 ƒƒ 

semi-coarsenedd grid, of mesh widths 
hhxx=Z=Z ll H and hy=Tm H 

continuous,, exact solution 

restrictionn operator that maps onto Q 

prolongationn operator that maps onto Q N.N N.N 

semi-discretee approximate solution on £2 l.m l.m 

Figuree 3.1: Grid of grids. 

3.33 Combination technique 

Thee two-dimensional combination technique is based on a grid of grids as shown 
inn Figure 3.1. Grids within the grid of grids are denoted by Cï1,m where upper 
indicess label the level of refinement relative to the root grid CiP'°. The mesh widths 
inn x-and y-direction of Cil'm are hx = 2~lH and hy = 2~mH, where H is the mesh 
widthh of the uniform root grid f)0'0. We denote the mesh width of the finest grid 
0 N ' NN by h. Note that hx and hy are dependent on the position (/, m) in the grid of 
gridss while h is not. 

Inn the time-dependent combination technique a given initial profile c(x,y,Q) is 
restricted,, by injection, onto the grids nN ' ° , n N ~ u , , n ° 'N and onto nN _ 1 ' ° , 
O N ~ 2 ' 1 ,, , Q0 'N _ 1, see Figure 3.1. The resulting coarse representations are then 
alll  evolved in time (exact time integration is assumed in the current paper). Then, 
att a chosen point in time, the coarse approximations are prolongated with ^-th or-
derr interpolation onto the finest grid ClN,N, where they are combined according to 
(4.3)) to obtain a more accurate solution. The notation is summarized in Figure 3.1. 

Consideringg the exact solution c, the combination technique, as introduced in [4], 
constructss a grid function cW 'N on the finest grid QN ' N in the following manner, 

gN,N N E E 
l+m=N l+m=N 

N,Ngl,m N,Ngl,m ££ PN'NRl'mc. 
l+m=N-l l+m=N-l 

Thee corresponding so-called representation error rN,N is 

rrN,NN,N _ ^N,N RRNN''NNc. c. (3.12) ) 

Likewise,, considering the semi-discrete solutions cvl'm, the combination technique 
constructss an approximate solution coN'N on the finest grid D,N'N from the coarse-
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gridd approximate solutions according to 

$N,N$N,N = £ pN,Nwl,m_ £ PN,Nwl,m ( 3 B ) 

l+m=Nl+m=N  I+m=N-l 

Lett dl,m denote the discretization error on grid Cll,m, i.e., 

ddll ''mm = J'm - Rl'mc. (3.14) 

Thee total error eN-N - a>NfN - RN'Nc present in a>N-N is written as 

eeN,NN,N = rN,N + ZN,Nf 

wheree the combined discretization error rflsr'N = 0N,N - ^,N is given by 

£N,N£N,N = £ pN,Ndl)m_ £ pN,Ndl,m (3 1 5) 

/+m=NN J + m = N -l 

Inn [6] a detailed analysis is given of the representation error rN,N. In the current 
paperr we focus on the combined discretization error *P,N. 

3.44 Combined discretization error 

3.4.11 Effect of the combination technique on a single error  term 

Inspectionn of (3.7) shows that the discretization error dl,m can be expanded as 

000 00 

ddll ''mm(t)(t) = £ £ ŷR
l'meitj{t)c{xf y, t), (3.16) 

i=0j=0 i=0j=0 

wheree the powers of t and the spatial differential operators are hidden in Oirj(t), 
equationn (3.16) allows us to concentrate on powers of hx and hy. Since hx = 2~lH 
andd hy ~ 2~mH we can rewrite (3.16) as 

d'' m(00 = E£H' +M;r(0 > (3-iT) 
i=00 ƒ=0 

where e 
eell(™{t)(™{t) = 2-il-imRl'm0irj (t)c(x,yf t). (3.18) 

Insertionn of (3.17) into the expression for the combined discretization error (4.5) 
yields s 

hi hi 
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where e 
t i : : 

>N,NJ,m >N,NJ,m 
,),) = L F ei,j  - L F £i,j 

l+m=Nl+m=N  l+m=N-l 

Wee now focus on the contribution that a single error term ej'j" makes to the com-

binedd discretization error, i.e., we analyze ef|'N- The error terms ej'"1 are prolon-

gatedd onto the finest grid 0N / N with interpolation of order q, yielding interpolation 

errorss ffjN and grid functions ffjN that are free of interpolation errors, i.e., 

pN,NJ,mpN,NJ,m _ TN,N , rN,N 
^^ 6i,j  ~Si,j +*i,j

Forr e^-'N this leads to the splitting 

pN,NN _ ?N,N , ?N,N 

Errorr  without interpolation effects. 

Accordingg to (3.18) we have 

ffffff  = 2-il-JmRN>Neifjc, 

hence e 

5yNN = ( E "  E ) 2-a-""R N-%c, 
\l+m=N\l+m=N  l+m=N-lJ 

whichh is equivalent to 

ffffff = fcio 2-ü-i(N-l) _ LN=-1 2-a-j(N-l-l)}  RN,Ne..c 

==  [2-iN + 2~JN [1 - 2/] E^ö12'(H>) RWeiijC. 

Forr i = ƒ this yields 

whilee for i ^ ƒ 

3TT = (jfT ? [2"' N (2'+''  - 20 +2_iN (2' "  2'+')] ) """V -
Equationss (3.20) and (3.21) lead to the following order estimates 

'' C(2-iN) if i = 0,j£0. 
™™ I  0{2~*) if ƒ = 0,^0. 
hjhj ~ 1 O (N2~lN) if f = j £ 0. 

ÖÖ (2- **>&/)* ) if ,- ̂  j , i\£ 0, ƒ ^ 0. 

fN/NN _ 

(3.19) ) 

(3.20) ) 

(3.21) ) 

(3.22) ) 
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Additionall  error  due to interpolation. 

Inn leading order the interpolation error is given by 

orr equivalently, 

£,N£,N = HqRN,N ^2-^+') /-^A /dJ + 2-^^>-'7A f f l 3j) 9itje, 

wheree the A; and Am are coefficients dependent on / and m respectively and on the 
choicee of interpolation. For the combined interpolation error £(  we have 

J****  = WRN'N( E " E ) 2-ti+iV->mAld
q
x0ifjc 

1,}1,} \l+m=N l+m=N-l/ 

++ HH11RRN,N(N,N( £ - E ) 2-^>-'/Ama;öI- jC. 
\l+m=N\l+m=N  l+m=N-l/ 

Forr the first term, 

(( E - E ) 2-<i+i> i-im\tm,jc, 
\l+m=N\l+m=N  l+m=N-lJ 

wee obtain 

N-l N-l 
2 - ( ^ ' ) N A N ++ £ ^2-(^i)H(N-D _2-(i+i)H(N-i-i)^  Xl \dleirjc, 

1=0 1=0 

which,, in absolute value, is bounded from above by 

|A|max x 

Likewise,, the second term, 

ff22--{q+i)N{q+i)N  +
 N  ̂ r2-{q+i)J-j(N-l)  _2^+i)H(N-l-l)\\  ajfl. .c 

ff  E - E ) 2-<*+»-'7AmaXfl 
\l+m=N\l+m=N  l+m=N-l/ 

iss in absolute value bounded from above by 

|A|, , ((22-(l+J)H-(l+J)H  + y U-(q+j)m-i(N-m) _ 2-(q+j)m-i(N-l-m)\ j d̂ g..c 
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Togetherr these bounds lead to the following order estimates, in the same way as 
thee estimates in the previous section were obtained 

fN,NfN,N _ 

ff Ö (H12-1N) if i = 0 or / = 0. 
OO (WN2-iN) if q + i = j . 
OO (WN2-iN) if q + j = i. (3-23) 
OO [nn- min('V)^) if 0 ^ j £ q + i and 0 ^ i  ̂ q + j . 

3.4.22 Leading-order  results 

Byy combining the order estimates for a single error term (3.22) and equations (3.20) 
andd (3.21) with the structure of a dimensionally split discretization error (3.8), we 
seee that in the discretization error the following terms are of particular interest 

dd = t(apahpdp+1 + ?>pbhpdp+1)c 
f33 24) 

+t+t 22ccccppppppabhabhpphhppddp+1p+1ddp+1p+1cc + Ö (hp+1) + O (hp+1) . 

Wee have omitted the upper indices N, N. Equation (3.24) leads to the following 
leading-orderr expression for the combined discretization error 

dd = t(ocpahPdp+1 + ppbhPdp+1)c 

++ t2ctpppabHPhP(l + (1 - IP) log2 %)dp+1dp+1c + O (w+* log2 \) . 

(3.25) ) 
Moree specifically, for the third-order upwind scheme, 

77 th3 „ , ^ . . . ^ t2 

(\a\(\a\ dx + |*| d$)c +  \ab\ H3h3(l - 71og2)3^c + O (V log2 1) . 

(3.26) ) 

3.4.33 Mapping of error  terms 

Wee illustrate the effect of a single term of the discretization error on the error that 
iss observed on the finest grid after applying the combination technique. We view 
thee combination technique as a mapping that maps terms from the discretization 
errorr onto a leading-order error term on the finest grid. We assume that the order 
off  the prolongation q is greater than the order of the discretization p. The order 
estimatee (3.22) shows that, for i £ j , i jk 0, j £ 0, we have a mapping according to 
Tablee 3.1. While the discretization error's leading-order terms, proportional to hp

x 

andd hy* yield error terms of O {h?), the cross-derivative term proportional to hp
xfej 

surpassess these and yields the new formal leading-order error term proportional 
too hP log ft"1. 
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Tablee 3.1: Mapping of error terms from the semi-coarsened grids to the finest grid. 

Effectt on C1N>N Errorr term on {Cll'm} 

***  or  fy 
mi_ mi_ 
KK KK 

0{h0{hll) ) 

3.4.44 Additional error  due to interpolation 

Fromm the order estimates (3.23) we find that: 

 if q ^ p then the contribution of the interpolation error is 

O ( f W ) , , 

 if q = p then the contribution of the interpolation error is 

o(Hi>hnogj o(Hi>hnogj 

(3.27) ) 

(3.28) ) 

Accordingg to (3.27) the interpolation leaves the leading-order result (3.25) unaf-
fected,, provided the order of interpolation q is greater than the order of discretiza-
tionn p. When q = p, according to (3.28), the effect of the interpolation is of the same 
orderr as the second term in the leading-order result (3.25). For q < p the interpola-
tionn error is in fact larger than the leading-order result (3.25) itself. Thus choosing 
qq < p is not sensible since it leads to an order reduction in the error. Choosing 
qq = p is acceptable when the parameters of the combination technique are such 
thatt the second term in (3.25) is dominated by the first term. When this is not the 
case,, q must be chosen larger than p. 

3.4.55 Intermediate combinations 

Whenn the combination technique is used in conjunction with a time-stepping tech-
nique,, like we do, then we can choose to make intermediate combinations. At an 
intermediatee combination the solutions on the semi-coarsened grids are combined 
ontoo the finest grid and then the fine-grid function is projected back onto the semi-
coarsenedd grids. We wil l now analyze the influence of intermediate combinations 
onn the error, specifically we consider M - 1 intermediate combinations made at 
timess ^ , ^ ,  , (M^1)f. For a single semi-coarsened grid Cil'm onto which an in-
termediatee solution was restricted at j ^ , we have, according to (3.6), 

iV 11 /=0 

(-M*)' ' ' e-&(tf*+^)Rfc«#W(-L )) + £ (--
M M 

i^R^c(^) . . 
i=\ i=\ M M 

(3.29) ) 
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Duee to the leading order result (3.25) we have 

e-^+^Rl**^^)e-^+^Rl**^^) = ^(ccpahPdp
x
+1+^pbhPdp

y
+1)Rl'mc(^) 

++ ~Jiï2*ph«™PhP(l + (1 - IP) log2 | ) 

Heree we have used e-^(adx+bdv)c(^) = c(jg). In the first summation in (3.29), 
termss with ƒ > 0 wil l only contribute in higher order because E is a power expan-
sionn in mesh widths hx and hy. Hence we can neglect thee j > 0 terms in (3.29) for a 
leading-orderr result, yielding 

++ ^KrfpabHPhPil + (1 - IP) log2 f ) 3 raa J+ 1R ^C ( ^ ) 

++ E~1
14^K ; ' mc(£) 

+ÜÜ (W+1 log2 1) + O ( (fcj + fcj + ) (ft? + W log2 J) ) . 

(3.30) ) 
Thee above expression immediately leads to the leading-order result for the com-
binedd discretization error d^'N(j|) taking into account an intermediate combi-
nationn at jfi. The first two terms and the Ö (hP+1 log2 IJ term carry over into 

^ ' N ( H )) without alterations since we neglect representation errors. The summa-
tionn yields the two terms in (3.25) as was argued in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2. The last 
0-termm translates according to the rules stated in Section 3.4.1. Thus, (3.30) yields 
thee following for the combined discretization error rf^,N(fj)  taking into account 
ann intermediate combination at j ^ : 

++ &* Pii rabHPkr(i + (i - 2P) iog2 E)aJ+1aj+1R"- Nc(g) 
+o(hV^log+o(hV^log22l)] l)] 
+0+0 ((W + hP + hP log2 I) (hP + hP log21) ) . 

Byy induction this leads to the following result for the combined discretization error 
att t, taking into account intermediate combinations at -fa, | |,  , ^M^f, 

<**- N(00 = t(apahPdp
x
+1+^pbhPdp

y
+1)RN'Nc(t) 

+p+p22** ppppppabHPhP(labHPhP(l + (1 - 2V) log2 %)dp
x
+1dp

y
+1RN'Nc(t) (3.31) 

+ 0 ( W * 1 l Q f e i ) , , 
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i.e.,, the term proportional to W log/i-1 is attenuated by a factor ^ . For the third-
orderr upwind discretization equation (3.31) yields 

AA = - # ( W 3j + W ^ + l & l H H 3 f c 3 ( l - 7 1 o g2 f ) ^ c 

+ 0 ( * M o g 2 | ) .. ( 3 3 2) 

3.4.66 Qualitative behavior  of the error 

Providedd the effects of interpolation can be neglected the error in the combined 
solutionn is given by (3.31). The competition between the two terms in (3.31) is 
determinedd by the time up to which we integrate, the number of combinations 
M,, the coefficients a and b, the root mesh width H, the number of grids (through 
log22 y ), the order of discretization p (through ap, f>v and 2?) and by the derivatives 
off  the exact solution. Given this multitude of dependencies it seems likely that in 
generall  both terms can be important in describing the error. 

Whenn a « b (i.e. advection diagonal to the grid) or when the exact solution has 

aa large cross derivative 9j+1dJ+1c compared to the derivatives 9 j+ c and d j+ c, 
thenn the second term in (331) gains importance. Since this term represents the 
additionall  error due to using the combination technique, rather than a single grid, 
wee see that the combination technique is less well suited to problems with a « b or 
withh large cross derivatives. Both are features of a problem that is not grid-aligned, 
i.e.,, the combination technique works better for grid-aligned problems. 

Wee mention two mechanisms that wil l attenuate the second term in (3.31). First, 
thee semi-coarsened grids used in the combination technique need to be sufficiently 
finee to describe the solution. This requires H to be small and thus attenuates the 
secondd term in (3.31), which has HP as a prefactor. Second, it is a practical observa-
tionn that a number of intermediate combinations (M — 1) is needed to successfully 
applyy the combination technique, causing a further reduction of the second term 
byy a factor 1/M. 

3.4.77 Time-dependent coefficients 

Upp to now the results in the current section are valid for coefficients that are inde-
pendentt of time. We now state the leading-order results for time-dependent coef-
ficients.. The statements about the interpolation error still hold. The leading-order 
expressionn for the combined discretization error becomes 

dd = ( J O ' « P ( 0 « ( 0 ^ ) ^ + 1 C + ( / 0
, ^ ( ^ ) W ^ ) ^ + 1 C 

++ (&ccv{t')a{t')dt>)  (f'flp(t
f)b(t')dt>) f W ( l + (1 -2P)log2 f ) 

dT^c+o^iofei). . 
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Forr third-order upwind discretization this yields 

**  = -hi(fo\«(t')\dt'di + ti\b(t>)\dt>d*)c 

++ ^ ( 1 + (1 - 2P)log2 £) (/J \a{t>)\dt>)  (ƒ„' \b{t')\dt') d}3} c (3.33) 

+u(fc4log2£). . 

Whenn M - 1 intermediate combinations are made the combined discretization er-
rorr is given by 

++ (E*S (J$ '« F («W) (j$* www)) 

HPh?(lHPh?(l + (1 - 2V) log2 f)3?+13j+1c + Ö (V + 1 log2 i ) . 

Forr third-order upwind discretization this yields 

**  =- &(fi\*{* ,)\dï9i + fi\Ht')\dt'di)c 

++ ^(1^(1 + (1 - V) log2 f ) E ^ 1 (ƒ * ' |f l (0| dt>) {3M) 

(ƒ5f'' I Wl ' f ) 3i^c + O (V+1 log2 |) . 

3.55 Asymptotic efficiency 

Whenn making efficiency comparisons the number of cell updates C is used as a 
measuree of required computational work. On a single grid this is simply defined 
ass the product of the number of cells and the number of time steps required. Within 
thee combination technique it is the sum of products of cells and time steps required 
onn all grids within the grid of grids. 

Thee cost estimates presented in this section are based on At = 0.1 mm(hxhv), as 
aree the numerical results in Section 3.6. Note that the time steps on the different 
gridss within the combination technique are not equal, i.e., larger steps are taken 
onn coarser grids. We identify a combination technique with a root mesh width 
HH = 2  2~LR, where LR is the root level, and a finest mesh width h = 2 - 2~L*~N, 
wheree N is the sparseness level. The number of grids within a combination tech-
niquee is given by 2N + 1 = 2 log2 (H/h) + 1. 
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3.5.11 Computational work 

Forr a single grid with h = 2  2_L the number of cell updates required is given by 

Cii  = 5  23L. 

Forr the combination technique the number of cell updates is given by 

ff  5  23L*  (5  22N - 4  23N/2) , for N even. 
CCTT = J 5  23L*  (5  22N - %  2<3N+1)/2) , for  N odd. 

Forr fixed LR the combination technique has asymptotic complexity 

CQTCQT ~ 22N - ft-2 (3.35) 

whilee the single grid has asymptotic complexity 

Cii  ~ 23L ~ h~3. (3.36) 

3.5.22 Efficiency comparison 

Forr fixed LR the combination technique has, according to (3.25), the following 
asymptoticc error 

d~ftPlog2( / i - 1)-2-PNN N 

whilee a single grid of mesh width h = 2  2_L has the following asymptotic error 

d~h?d~h? ~ 2"PL. 

Iff  we require a single grid to yield the same error as the combination technique for 
aa given N, i.e., we put 

N2~PN2~PNN ~ 2~pL 

thenn we obtain 

P P 
Accordingg to (3.36) this yields, for the complexity of the single grid, 

3N 3N (^) 3/P~ftE?(log2tó))" 3/' ' 

whilee according to (3.35), the complexity of the combination technique is given by 

CCTCCT ~ 22N ~ h£ 

showingg that, asymptotically, the combination technique reduces the three-
dimensionall  single-grid complexity to a two-dimensional complexity, while ob-
tainingg the same level of accuracy. 
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3.66 Numerical results 

3.6.11 Numerical setup 

Alll  the numerical results presented in this paper were obtained with fourth-order 
explicitt Runge-Kutta time integration with time step At = 0.1mm(hx,hy) which 
satisfiess the CFL condition for all considered test cases. Furthermore, the time-
discretizationn error is always negligible compared to the spatial discretization er-
ror.. For spatial discretization we have used third-order upwind discretization as 
describedd in Section 3.2.2, the prolongations are done with fourth-order interpola-
tion.. All analytical error predictions for the combination technique refer solely to 
thee combined discretization error. The interpolation and representation errors due 
too the combination technique are neglected. 

3.6.22 Test cases 

Wee consider the following four test cases : 

1.. Horizontal advection, characterized by a = 1/2, b = 0. 

2.2. Diagonal advection with a = b = 1/2. 

3.. Time-dependent advection with 

(M)=< < 
'' (0,2), 0 <t<  1/4. 

(2,0),, 1/4 <t<  1/2. 
(0,-2),, 1/2 <t<  3/4. 

kk (-2,0), 3/4 <t<  1. 

4.. The Molenkamp-Crowley test case with a = 2ny, b = -2nx. 

Testt cases 1-3 have as initial profile 

c(*,y,0)) = o.014((ï+a25)2+(y+0-25)2), (3.37) 

whichh is depicted in Figure 3.2(a), while test case 4 has as initial profile 

c{x,y,c{x,y, 0) = 0.014«*+0-5)2+y2), (3.38) 

whichh is depicted in Figure 3.2(d). All test cases are integrated up to t = 1 and have 
- 11 < x,y < 1. In [9] solutions for the Molenkamp-Crowley test case obtained with 
variouss numerical methods are presented, given the initial condition (3.38). 

Besidess initial profiles, Figure 3.2 displays a number of typical error profiles ob-
servedd in the numerical solutions of the test cases. The single-grid technique's (SG) 
resultss in Figure 3.2 were obtained on a 513 x 513 grid corresponding to L = 9 and 
thee combination technique (CT) used a grid of 9 grids given by Lr = 5 and N = 4, 
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i.e,, the combination technique also produced its solutions on a 513 x 513 grid. The 
resultsresults for the combination technique with intermediate combinations (ICT) were 
obtainedd by making 8 combinations. 

Figuree 3.3 illustrates the performance of the single-grid and the combination tech-
niquee on the test cases. The number of cell updates is plotted along the horizontal 
axis,, which is a direct measure of the required CPU time, see Section 3.5.1. Any ad-
ditionall  CPU time required to make the 7 intermediate combinations to obtain the 
ICTT results was neglected, which is fully justified for the limited number of com-
binationss considered here. The error is shown in the L«> norm, the results for the 
L\L\ norm are similar. In obtaining Figure 3.3 the combination technique had Lr = 5 
fixedd and N = 2,3,4,5. The single-grid results were obtained using L = 7,8,9. 

Inn Figure 3.4 the effect of the number of combinations is shown on the !«, error due 
too a combination technique characterized by Lr = 5 and N = 4. In Figure 3.4 only 
testt cases 2,3 and 4 are considered because for test case 1 the error is independent 
off  the number of combinations. 

Exceptt for numerically observed results Figures 3.3 and 3.4 also contain analytical 
predictions.. For test cases 1 and 2 these were obtained from (3.10) for the single 
grid,, from (3.26) for the combination technique and from (3.32) for the combina-
tionn technique with intermediate combinations. For test case 3 the error predic-
tionss were obtained from (3.11) for the single grid, from (3.33) for the combination 
techniquee and from (3.34) for the combination technique with intermediate com-
binations.. Note that test case 4 is not time-dependent but spatially dependent. 
Thee error predictions that we have derived are not valid for spatially dependent 
coefficients. . 

3.6.33 Results 

Horizontall  test case. 

Wee do not show any error profiles for the horizontal test case. For this test case the 
single-gridsingle-grid error and the errors due to the combination technique with and with-
outt intermediate combinations are all practically equal and are almost perfectly 
describedd by the analytical prediction (3.10). The combination technique does not 
introducee any additional error relative to the single grid because the second term 
inn (3.26) vanishes due to b = 0. The combination technique works very well for this 
fullyy grid-aligned test case, as can be seen in Figure 3.3(a). Figure 3.3(a) also shows 
thatt intermediate combinations do not improve the efficiency for the horizontal 
testt case. In fact, the ICT results coincide with the CT results. 

Diagonall  test case. 

Forr the diagonal test case, error profiles are shown for the combination technique 
andd the single grid in Figures 3.2(b) and 3.2(c) respectively. We see that for this test 
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casee the error due to the combination technique is somewhat larger than the single 
gridd error and has a different shape. This figure also shows that the combination 
techniquee can be made more efficient by applying 8 combinations. Figure 3.4(a) 
showss how the error due to the combination technique decreases as the number of 
combinationss is increased. The ICT error converges to the single-grid error as the 
numberr of combinations is increased. The first couple of combinations strongly 
decreasee the error, a further increase in the number of combinations does not de-
creasee the error much further. 

Time-dependentt test case. 

Forr the time-dependent test case the error profiles for the CT and the ICT are plot-
tedd in Figures 3.2(e) and 3.2(f), respectively. We see that making intermediate com-
binationss influences both the shape and size of the error. Note that Figures 3.3(b) 
andd 3.3(c) are similar, i.e., just like the diagonal test case the time-dependent test 
casee is solved more efficiently with intermediate combinations (ICT) than without 
(CT).. However, the reason for the efficiency of the ICT is somewhat more complex 
forr the time-dependent test case than for the diagonal test case. As we can see 
fromm Figure 3.4(b) the ICT error does not decrease monotonically with the number 
off  combinations and this is correctly predicted by our theory. We can see that when 
aa multiple of four combinations is made the ICT error becomes equal to the single 
gridd error. This follows from (3.34) due to the fact that the product of integrals in 
thee summation in the second term is always zero when a multiple of four combina-
tionss is made. When a multiple of four combinations is made the time-dependent 
testt case is effectively split into two horizontal and two vertical advection prob-
lemss and these are solved very well by the combination technique, as we know 
fromm the first test case. 

Forr the time-dependent test case the agreement between predicted and observed 
errorr is very good for the single grid and the ICT. For the combination tech-
niquee without intermediate combinations the agreement is a littl e weaker. This 
cann be understood as follows. The combination technique tends to amplify cross-
derivativee terms in the single-grid error and of these amplified terms only one is 
includedd in our analytical predictions, viz. the second term in (3.26). The discrep-
ancyy between the predicted and observed CT errors is to be ascribed to the am-
plifiedd cross-derivative terms that are not included in our analytical predictions. 
Thesee terms are proportional to a second or higher power of t and are therefore, 
accordingg to Section 3.4.5, inversely proportional to a first or higher power of M 
iff  M combinations are made . Hence, the terms that cause the discrepancy are 
significantlyy smaller for the ICT than for the CT, especially for higher numbers of 
combinations. . 
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Molenkamp-Crowleyy test case. 

Errorr profiles for the Molenkamp-Crowley test case are shown in Figures 3.2(g), 
3.2(h)) and 3.2(i) for the SG, CT and ICT, respectively. We see that the CT error is 
largerr than the SG error, but intermediate combinations help considerably, i.e., the 
ICTT error lies much closer to the SG error than to the CT error. Figure 3.3(d) shows 
thatt the Molenkamp-Crowley test case is a tough case to solve efficiently with the 
combinationn technique. Figure 3.3(d) shows that CT is less efficient than the single-
gridd technique, whereas ICT is more efficient in solving the Molenkamp-Crowley 
testtest case. For completeness, Figure 3.4(c) shows how the ICT error decreases with 
increasingg number of combinations. 

3.6.44 Implementational issues 

Boundaryy complications. 

Thee Loo errors for the Molenkamp-Crowley test case were determined after the so-
lutionss were restricted to the 33 x 33 root grid. We were forced to do this because at 
highh accuracies the fourth-order interpolation produced wiggles near the bound-
ariess that dominate the combined discretization error. These wiggles do not appear 
inn the nodes of the root grid, because for those nodes no interpolation is necessary. 
However,, at very high resolution wiggles near the boundaries appear in the nodes 
off  the root grid as well. In particular for LR > 6 the wiggles are of equal or greater 
magnitudee than the combined discretization error itself. The cause for these wig-
gless lies in the fact that the discretization near the boundaries is of lower order 
whichh obstructs the cancellation of errors required by the combination technique 
too function properly. An illustration of wiggles near the boundary is shown in 
Figuree 3.5(b). Above difficulties were not observed for the other test cases because 
theree the solutions stayed away from the boundaries. We also ran the Molenkamp-
Crowleyy test case for the initial profile (3.37) shown in Figure 3.2(a) which stays 
awayy from the boundaries. This removed the problems near the boundaries but 
introducedd a similar wiggle in the origin. We believe that this wiggle is also due to 
ann order reduction caused by the switching of the upwind discretization stencil in 
horizontall  and vertical directions due to the sign change of the coefficients in the 
origin. . 

Choosingg an optimal root mesh-width. 

Al ll  numerical results for the combination technique were obtained with a root 
meshh width H = 1/16 corresponding to a root level LR = 5. This choice was made 
too optimize the performance of the combination technique when applied to the 
Molenkamp-Crowleyy test case. This is illustrated in Figure 3.5(a). In this figure 
thee performance of the combination technique with 8 combinations which has 
LRLR + N = 10 fixed (ICT) is compared with the single-grid performance (SG). We 
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(A)) Initial profile 1,2,3 (B) diagonal, CT (C) diagonal, SG 

X10 -55 »10"5 

-11 -1 -1 -1 - 1 -1 

(D)) initial profile 4 (E) time-dependent, (F) time-dependent, 
CTT ICT 

-11 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 

(G)) Molenkamp, SG (H) Molenkamp, CT (I) Molenkamp, ICT 

Figuree 3.2: Initial profiles and numerically observed errors for the single-grid technique 
(SG),, the combination technique (CT) and the combination technique with intermediate 
combinationss (ICT), applied to the diagonal, time-dependent and Molenkamp-Crowley test 
cases. . 
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Figuree 3.3: Numerically observed (obs) and analytically predicted (pred) performance of the 
single-gridd technique (SG), combination technique (CT) and combination technique with 
intermediatee combinations (ICT) applied to the test cases. 
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Figuree 3.4: L«, error versus number of combinations for three test cases. 
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10" " 

OO O SGobs 
*-- -» ICT obs 

## cell updates 

10" " 

(A)) Performance of the combination tech-
niquee with 8 combinations (ICT) for 
roott levels 4,5,6 and 7. 

(B)) Error profile due to a combination 
techniquee with root level 5, sparseness 
levell  6 and 8 combinations. 

Figur ee 3.5: Implementat ional issues; Molenkamp-Crowley test case. 

seee that for LR = 5 the performance of the ICT is optimal, although performance 
forr LR = 6 is comparable. The optimal choice for LR is only weakly dependent 
onn the sparseness level N, therefore we could safely use LR = 5 throughout for 
optimall  performance. To see that the optimal LR varies slowly with N consider 
thee following argument. We found that, to solve the Molenkamp-Crowley test 
efficiently,, the additional error due to the combination technique had to be of com-
parablee magnitude as the single-grid error. According to our error analysis for 
constantt coefficients (3.26) this implies 

31,3, , 
\e\e ~ ww iog2 

H H 

whichh leads to 

H H 
11 \ V 3 

N N 

showingg that H needs to decrease only slightly when the sparseness level, and thus 
thee number of grids in the combination technique, increases. 

3.6.55 Richardson extrapolation 

Inn [7] Rüde points out that simple Richardson extrapolation is in fact more efficient 
thann the combination technique for the solution of a smooth Poisson problem. To 
seee how Richardson extrapolation would perform for the Molenkamp-Crowley 
testt case, we considered the following Richardson extrapolant 

u' ' 
N,N N,N 

M' M' 
N,N N,N jN,NjN,NwwN-N-1,N-1 1 
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itt cancels so the leading third-order term in the error expansion (3.9). The new 
leading-orderr terms are proportional to h4d%c and fe4d;jc and are thus of a disper-
sivee nature which is shown in the N = 9 error profile for Richardson extrapolation 
inn Figure 3.6. The Richardson extrapolant has an asymptotic error 

OREORE ~ hRE 

whilee it has the same asymptotic complexity as a single grid, 

CRECRE ~ fcfl£. 

Iff  we consider a combination technique and a Richardson extrapolation of equal 
complexity,, i.e., we put 

CRECRE ~ CCT 

thenn we obtain 
hREhRE ~fee? 

whichh leads to 
ddRERE ~ fc&3. (3.39) 

Accordingg to (3.26) the combination technique has 

<f~fc£Tlog/£j.. (3.40) 

Comparisonn of (3.39) with (3.40) shows that in the limit h -> 0 the combination 
techniquee is more efficient than Richardson extrapolation. 

Inn Figure 3.3(d)the numerically observed performance of Richardson extrapolation 
(RE)) is compared with that of the single grid (SG) and the combination technique 
withh intermediate combinations (ICT) when applied to the Molenkamp-Crowley 
testtest case. Figure 3.3(d) clearly shows that Richardson extrapolation is very efficient 
forr the Molenkamp-Crowley test case, much more so than the combination tech-
nique,, even though we expect the combination technique to be superior to Richard-
sonn extrapolation in the asymptotic limit h —> 0. For the Molenkamp-Crowley 
testt case, without parallelization and on grids of practically relevant mesh width, 
thee combination technique can not compete with Richardson extrapolation. Note 
thatt Richardson extrapolation and the combination technique strive for higher ef-
ficiencyy in different ways. Richardson extrapolation generates a higher-order solu-
tionn for a marginally larger complexity, while the combination technique requires 
lowerr complexity for a marginally larger error. 
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1.5 5 

1 1 

0.5 5 

0 0 

-0.5 5 

-1 1 

-1.5 5 
1 1 

Figuree 3.6: Error profile present in an N = 9 Richardson extrapolant. 

3.77 Conclusions 

Wee have derived leading-order expressions for the error that is introduced when 
aa spatially constant coefficient advection equation is solved with the combination 
technique.. In our derivations we have accounted for time-dependent coefficients 
andd for intermediate combinations. When a constant coefficient advection equa-
tion n 

cctt + acx + bcv = 0 (3.41) 

iss solved on a grid of mesh width h, this wil l introduce an error d into the numerical 
solutionn which is in leading order given by 

dd = t<phP(\a\ dp+1 + \b\ dp+1)c + O ( V + 1 ) , (3.42) 

wheree c is the exact solution, p is the order of discretization and (p is an error con-
stant.. We have shown that when we solve (3.41) with the combination technique, 
wee obtain an error d which is in leading order given by 

dd = t<phP(\a\dp+1 + \b\dp+1)c 

++ 2<p2 \ab\ WhP(l + (1 - 2V) log2 f )dp+1dp+1c + O (hP+i log2 j ) , 

(3.43) ) 
wheree H is the mesh width of the coarsest grid in the combination technique and 
MM is the number of combinations. We see that the leading-order term from the 
singlee grid error (3.42) reappears in the combination technique error (3.43) and is 
accompaniedd by a new term which is formally of order h? log ft-1. Focusing only 
onn the order in terms of h, this new term has to be identified as the leading-order 
termm in (3.43). The numerical experiments suggest, however, that the term pro-
portionall  to hP in (3.43), which is also present in the single-grid error, is of equal 
importancee as the new term proportional to MP log ft-1. The additional error due to 
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thee combination technique, corresponding to the second term in (3.43), is propor-
tionall  to 1 /M. This suggests that the error due to the combination technique can be 
stronglyy reduced by making a couple of intermediate combinations. The numer-
icall  results confirm this. For our test case that has time-dependent coefficients it 
turnss out that the number of combinations has to be chosen such that the problem 
iss split up in problems which have a constant direction of advection. This agrees 
withh our error analysis. Finally, the combination technique proved more efficient 
forr grid-aligned problems than for non-grid-aligned problems, which follows from 
numericall  observations and from analysis. 

Forr the Molenkamp-Crowley test simple Richardson extrapolation proved more 
efficientt than the combination technique, even though the combination technique 
iss expected to be more efficient in the asymptotic limit h —• 0. Rüde made tine same 
observationn for a smooth Poisson problem in [7]. 

Whenn going to three spatial dimensions (or even higher dimensional problems), 
thee combination technique will perform significantly better. Furthermore, very 
significantt gains in performance can be obtained when the combination technique 
iss parallelized. 
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